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Abstract In early March of 2002, a massively-parallel-vector supercomputer, the Earth Simulator, came into
operation, providing a unique opportunity to perform simulations of the general circulation of the global
atmosphere with horizontal resolution of about 10 km. We employ a general circulation model called “AFES”
that has been fully optimized to the unique architecture of the Earth Simulator, to attain extremely high com-
putational efficiency. The ultra-high resolution global simulations with AFES are able to explicitly represent
interaction among planetary, synoptic and meso-scale phenomena and the topographic modulation of
mesoscale precipitation without the need to nest a regional mesoscale model. Examples are presented of win-
tertime extratropical cyclogenesis in the North Pacific, a polar low over the Sea of Japan, pre-summer Baiu
frontal zone over Japan and typhoon evolution over the western North Pacific, to show that mesoscale precip-
itation systems and their interactions with synoptic and planetary scale flows and topography are indeed sim-
ulated in a fairly realistic manner. Filamentary evolution of potential vorticity within an upper-level trough
and its coupling with the underlying frontal evolution or polar-low development are also simulated.

Keywords: Global meso-scale resolving atmospheric model, ultra high resolution global atmospheric simula-
tion, high-performace computing in meteorology, the Earth Simulator 

1. Introduction
Comprehensive numerical simulation of the atmos-

phere for both weather forecasting, and studies of the
general circulation and climate have a long history. As
computer technology improves, models have been run at
increasingly fine spatial resolution. A recent review by
Simmons and Hollingsworth [1] shows that the increased
resolution has had a positive effect on operational fore-
casting.

For climate problems involving long integrations, most
studies even today are restricted to horizontal resolutions
of ~T40–T60 (equivalent to grid spacing of 200–300 km).
In recent years there have been some attempts at relative-
ly brief integrations of global models at fine resolution in
order to study particular aspects of the general circula-
tion. Hamilton et al. [2, 3, 4] studied aspects of the tro-

pospheric and stratospheric circulation in control integra-
tions of the GFDL “SKYHI” model with horizontal grid
spacing as fine as 35 km. They showed in particular that
many aspects of stratospheric circulation improved as the
model resolution is increased. Also Hamilton and Hemler
[5] reported that a tropical cyclone generated sponta-
neously in the 35 km-resolution model simulation over
the Northwestern Pacific developed into a typhoon to the
south of Japan with central pressure reaching as low as
906 hPa. Conaty et al. [6] recently reported improved
structure and evolution of extratropical cyclones, fronts,
jet streams and tropopause by increasing resolution in
their atmospheric general circulation model.

In March, 2002, the Earth Simulator (ES) started its
operation [7], which provided unprecedented computa-
tional capability. We have performed a set of mesoscale
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resolving simulations of the global atmosphere with 10-
km resolution. Here we report an overview of our effort
in the experimental ultra-high resolution global atmos-
pheric simulations. The ES is a gigantic parallel-vector
computer manufactured by the Nippon Electronic
Company (NEC), whose theoretical peak performance is
40 Tflops (i.e., ~4 × 1013 floating-point operations per
second). In practice, the ES has achieved 35.86 Tflops for
the LINPACK Test, a standard computational test of lin-
ear algebra. The ES is ranked as the world’s fastest com-
puter in the Top 500 List at the ISC2002 Conference in
June, 2002. The ES is expected to remain the fastest com-
puter until U.S. Department of Energy’s Blue Gene/L
(367 Tflops) and ASCI Purple (100 Tflops), both manu-
factured by IBM, start their full operation. The ES has
also demonstrated its remarkable computational efficien-
cy even for a realistic application in meteorology. We
have been developing an atmospheric general circulation
model (AGCM) that runs on the ES with extreme effi-
ciency [8]. Our AGCM, called AFES (AGCM for the ES),
has achieved 26.58 Tflops on the ES, for which it
received the Gordon Bell Award for Peak Performance at
the Super Computing 2002, held in Baltimore, MD, USA,
November 2002 [8].

The high computational efficiency of AFES provides us
with a unique opportunity to carry out mesoscale resolv-
ing simulations of the global atmosphere with horizontal
resolution as high as 10 km. Though it does not necessari-
ly improve every aspect automatically, higher resolution
modeling should improve, for example, representation of
mesoscale circulation systems and the effects of regional

topography. Fig. 1 shows a global 6-hourly precipitation
field from one of our 10-km mesh simulations. It is evi-
dent that the model can simulate not only large-scale fea-
tures such as the intertropical convergence zone and mid-
latitude baroclinic waves, but also mesoscale features such
as typhoons. Our ultimate goal is a better understanding of
atmospheric variability induced by interactions between
large-scale fields and mesoscale phenomena.

For our first experiments, we focused on particular
mesoscale phenomena: extratropical wintertime cyclogen-
esis over the North Pacific, the Baiu (Meiyu) frontal zone,
and typhoon evolution. All of these are unique phenomena
over East Asia and may significantly influence the weath-
er and climate there. These phenomena were simulated in
version of AFES with T1279 horizontal resolution and 96
levels in the vertical. This resolution allows the model to
resolve mesoscale phenomena that previously could only
be studied in regional models. Clearly a mesoscale resolv-
ing global model has an advantage in representing the
feedback from meso-scale systems to the ambient flow.
For example, mesoscale systems that accompany severe
regional weather events are organized and developed
locally in the course of a fast downstream development of
a packet of baroclinic waves [9, 10]. A global model has
an advantage in representing such a wave packet that
propagates a great distance within a short period and in
resolving the associated fast changes in the ambient flow
structure for mesoscale systems.

A brief overview of the results of our global mesoscale-
resolving simulation with AFES is presented in this paper,
together with a description of AFES and the tuning strate-

Fig. 1 An example of a global 3-hourly precipitation field.
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gies applied. More detailed analysis of interactions
between larger scale circulations and mesoscale phenome-
na, and self-organization of meso-scale structures in larger
scale circulations will be given in later papers.

2. Model description
The original code of AFES was adopted from the ver-

sion 5.4.02 of an AGCM developed jointly by the Center
for Climate System Research (CCSR) of the University
of Tokyo and the Japanese National Institute for
Environmental Sciences (NIES). The particular version of
the CCSR/NIES AGCM has been used for several inter-
national modeling efforts, including future projections for
the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC;
[11]) and Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project
(AMIP; [12]). 

As for the CCSR/NIES AGCM, AFES is based on the
primitive equation system under the hydrostatic approxi-
mation. The governing equations are written in the vortici-
ty-divergence form [13] with the spectral Eulerian advec-
tion scheme. The semi-implicit method is used for the
time integration. In the dynamical core of AFES, the spec-
tral transform method is used for horizontal discretization
[14] and the Lorenz differencing method in the vertical σ-
coordinate [15]. AFES is a full AGCM with the same
physics parameterization package as in the version 5.4.02
of the CCSR/NIES AGCM [16]. The package includes an
accurate radiative transfer scheme developed by Nakajima
and Tanaka [17], a simplified Arakawa-Schubert convec-
tive scheme [18] with a crude treatment of the effect of
convective downdraft, and Mellor-Yamada level-2 verti-
cal diffusion scheme [19]. The performance of AFES as a
global climate model has recently been verified at moder-
ate horizontal resolution (e.g., [20]).

The mesoscale resolving AFES simulations of the glob-
al atmosphere described below were conducted with hori-
zontal resolution of the triangular truncation at wavenum-
ber 1279 (T1279) or equivalently about 10-km grid inter-
vals. The model has 96 vertical levels with the top level
placed at about σ = 0.001 (about 1 hPa). The layer thick-
ness varies from 20 m near the surface to about 500 m in
the mid-troposphere through the mid-stratosphere. The 10-
km grid size, with which mesoscale features as small as
30–40 km in size can probably be resolved, is very close
to the smallest scale in which the hydrostatic approxima-
tion used in the primitive equation system is valid. One
may consider that a grid interval of 10–20 km may be
unnecessarily high for a hydrostatic simulation with a
parameterized cumulus convection. Though unable to
resolve individual cumulus clouds, such a small grid inter-
val as 10–20 km is necessary to represent “mesoscale con-
vective systems” (e.g., [21, 22]), including spiral rain-

bands and eyewall clouds of a tropical cyclone or frontal
rainbands that are organized under a synoptic and meso-α-
scale flow with the effect of self-induced convective
downdraft and surface friction. In fact, as discussed later,
most of the heavy precipitation simulated at such a high
resolution arises from grid-scale condensation, indicating
that, though maybe in a somewhat distorted manner, our
global model can resolve regional organization of such
mesoscale convective systems.

The original code of the CCSR/NIES AGCM [16] was
written in FORTRAN 77 and unparallelized. In pursuit of
the highest computational efficiency on the ES, the code
has been totally rewritten for AFES into FORTRAN 90
with the adaptation of the Message Passing Interface
(MPI). Specifically, hybrid programming is employed for
taking the full advantage of three-level parallelization
available on the ES [8]. The parallelization includes (i)
inter-node parallel processing for distributed memory
architecture by utilizing the MPI library, (ii) intra-node
parallel processing for shared memory architecture within
each node by utilizing microtasking (a kind of thread pro-
gramming), and (iii) vector processing for the vectorized
architecture in a single processor. For these three levels of
parallelization, the maximum numbers of parallel decom-
position are 640, 8, and 256, respectively. They correspond
to the total number of nodes on the ES, the number of
processors within a node, and the number of vector register
elements within a processor, respectively. Furthermore,
AFES code has been optimized to take full advantage of
the high-speed Interconnection Network on the ES that
consists of single-stage full crossbar switches (with the
transmission speed of 12.3GB s–1 × 2). Specifically, the
combination of one-sided communication facilities of
MPI-2, MPI_PUT and MPI_WIN_FENCE, is implement-
ed in AFES dynamical core for data transpose communica-
tion for the spectral transform scheme. AFES also utilizes
the Global Memory System, which is a new type of a
shared memory system for multiple processes working on
distributed computational nodes of the ES. The system,
known as the “zero copy” system, allows data communica-
tion without performing an excessive memory copy with a
system buffer.

The time step interval is varied in the course of the
model integration, to meet the Courant-Friedrich-Levy
(CFL) condition at every time step. An interval of about
15 seconds is required for stable numerical integration
with the T1279 resolution. As the computational burden
for the Legendre transform (LT) in a spectral model
increases with the third power of the truncation
wavenumber, the LT accounts for the largest fraction of
the total elapsed time for an AFES simulation with the
T1279 resolution. Yet, owing to its optimized coding for
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the LT, AFES has achieved a remarkable computational
performance with very high vector efficiency and excel-
lent scalability even at the T1279 resolution. In fact, the
LT process accounts for less than 60% of the total
elapsed time for a T1279 simulation. 

3. Simulations
Each of our T1279L96 AFES simulations was conduct-

ed for an integration period of 10 or 16 days, as an exten-
sion of a long-term simulation at T319L24 resolution
(equivalently, 40-km horizontal mesh and 2000-m layer
thickness from the mid-troposphere to the mid-strato-
sphere). The initial condition for the T319L24 simulation
was taken from the global field for 0000 UTC on January
1, 1979 based on the NCEP (National Centers for
Environmental Prediction)/ NCAR (National Center for
Atmospheric Research) reanalysis data [23]. It should be
stressed that it is not a hindcast experiment that targets a
specific weather event actually observed. Rather, it is a
purely experimental simulation in which we attempt to
resolve some typical mesoscale phenomena in a realistic
manner under the climatological boundary condition. As
the initial condition for each of the T1279 integrations,
we selected a particular snapshot in the T319L24 integra-
tion about five days before the full development of a par-
ticular mesoscale feature of interest. Table 1 summarizes
the starting dates and the durations of simulations of the
T1279L96 simulations taken from the 12-year T319L24
simulation. After initialization from the T319L24 fields,
finer-scale features develop in the finer resolution model
within a couple of days.

As the model boundary condition, daily fields of cli-
matological-mean sea-surface temperature (SST) and
sea-ice cover were linearly interpolated from monthly
fields of the Hadley Centre Ice and SST (HadISST) cli-
matology (Rayner et al. [24]; available online at
http://dss.ucar.edu/datasets/ds277.3). The surface topog-
raphy and surface characterization were based on the
Global 30 Arc-Second Elevation (GTOPO30) and Global
Land Cover Characterization (GLCC) data sets, respec-
tively. These datasets are distributed by the Land
Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LP
DAAC) in the U.S. Geological Survey’s EROS Data
Center (available online at http://edcdaac.usgs.gov).
Spectral filtering was applied to the topography data,

since suppressing the very high wavenumber compo-
nents of the topography is necessary for stable numerical
integration at the T1279 resolution. The monthly mean
atmospheric ozone climatology used in our simulations
was constructed from the data provided by Drs. Liang
and Wang of the Atmospheric Sciences Research Center,
State University of New York at Albany (http://www-
pcmdi.llnl.gov/amip/AMIP2EXPDSN/OZONE/OZONE
2/o3wangdoc.html).

4. Results
4.1. Wintertime cyclogenesis

Since the pioneering works by Gall [25] and Simmons
and Hoskins [26], numerous experiments with hemispher-
ic or global models have been performed to study the
evolution, structure and dynamics of extratropical
cyclones. AGCMs with spectral resolution of T42 or T63
that are now commonly used for climate studies are capa-
ble of resolving synoptic features of individual extratropi-
cal cyclones. Moreover, those models can reproduce
some key statistics of their ensemble behavior reasonably
well, including subweekly wind fluctuations and associat-
ed poleward fluxes of heat and vorticity that characterize
so-called “midlatitude storm tracks” (e.g., [27, 28]).
However, the resolution of such AGCMs is not high
enough to resolve fine structures observed with develop-
ing cyclones, such as sharp cross-frontal thermal con-
trasts, frontal rainbands and mesoscale convection behind
a cold front. Recent field observations have revealed
other fine structures that are not in the classical picture of
the Bergen School model of frontal cyclones [29, 30].
Those features, including frontal fracture and warm-core
seclusion in the proximity of the mature cyclone center,
have been reproduced realistically in hindcast experi-
ments with regional mesoscale models [31], but they are
unlikely to be resolved in the global AGCMs currently
available. Nowadays, modern, state-of-the-art global
forecast models with T213 or somewhat higher spectral
resolution that are in operation at several forecast centers
can simulate fine PV structure at the tropopause level
associated with mature baroclinic waves, including wrap-
up of high-PV filaments within a deepened upper-level
trough (e.g., [32]). We will show, below, that those fine
mesoscale frontal structures and upper-level PV filaments
associated with an extratropical cyclone appear in an

Numerical Experiment

Wintertime Cyclogenesis Experiment

Baiu (Meiyu) Frontal Zone Experiment

Typhoon Genesis Experiment

Start Date

0 UTC, January 7, 0002

0 UTC, June 21, 0001

0 UTC, September 6, 0003

Length of Simulations

10 days

10 days

16 days

Table 1 Starting dates of the T1279L96 simulations from the 12-year T319L24 simulation.
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AFES simulation. We will show another example of the
same simulation, in which rainbands and topographic pre-
cipitation associated with a surface “polar low” and a
cold vortex aloft developed around Japan are simulated in
a fairly realistic manner. 

4.1.1. MATURE CYCLONE IN THE NORTH PACIFIC
As our first example, we show the three-dimensional

structure of a mature extratropical cyclone over the central
North Pacific simulated by T1279L96 AFES integration
(Fig. 2). The cyclone is initiated on the second day of the
integration just to the east of Japan with the sea-level pres-
sure (SLP) at the storm center of 1000 hPa. For the next
two days the storm undergoes explosive development, until

it matures to the south of the Aleutian Islands with the cen-
tral pressure as low as 954 hPa (Fig. 2a). Sequential maps
of upper-level meridional wind anomalies in Fig. 3 suggest
that the particular cyclogenesis occurs locally within a core
of the Pacific jet, without significant downstream influence
of a fast-propagating baroclinic wave packet, although a
packet arriving at its mature stage seemingly acts to main-
tain the low. The explosive growth occurs in the exit of the
jet well to the north of the axis.

The storm system exhibits a familiar looking precipita-
tion pattern (Fig. 2a), as often seen in satellite cloud
imagery in association with a developed extratropical
cyclone (e.g., Fig. 10.22 of Shapiro and Keyser [29]). The
organized precipitation pattern is in good correspondence

Fig. 2 Snapshot of a mature synoptic-scale cyclone over the central North Pacific simulated on the fourth day
of a T1279L96 AFES integration (1200 UTC, 10 January). (a) Sea-level pressure (white contours:
every 10 hPa) and precipitation rate (with color convention indicated at the right; Unit: mm h–1). (b)
Mid-tropospheric vertical motion (P-velocity ω at the σ = 0.5 level; white contours: ascent of ω =
–1.0 Pa s–1; black contours: descent of ω = +1.0 Pa s–1), superimposed on near-surface fields of hori-
zontal wind (arrows with scaling at the bottom; Unit: m s–1) and air temperature (with coloring con-
vention at the right; Unit: K) both at the level of σ = 0.95. (c) Precipitation rate (white contours: 1 mm
h–1), superimposed on near-surface fields of horizontal wind (arrows with scaling at the bottom; Unit:
m s–1) and horizontal temperature gradient (with color bar at the right; Unit: K 10–1 km) both at the
level of σ = 0.95. (d) Precipitation rate (white contours: 1 mm h–1), superimposed on upper-tropos-
pheric fields of horizontal wind (arrows with scaling at the right; Unit: m s–1) and Ertel PV (σ-level
version; with color bar at the bottom; Unit: PVU) both at the level of σ = 0.3. Note that the zonal
extent of panel (d) is wider than that of the other panels.
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with the surface fronts (Fig. 2c), including a continuous
sharp front that corresponds to an occluded front in the
classical Norwegian cyclone model [33]. Precipitation is
also pronounced along, but slightly ahead of, a surface
cold front, whereas the signature of a classical warm front
is rather weak with respect to precipitation and the near-
surface thermal contrast. The entire frontal structure and
associated precipitation pattern bear certain resemblance
to the “frontal T-bone” suggested in Shapiro’s cyclone
model [29, 31, 30]. In fact, the meridional section across
the surface cyclone center (Fig. 4b) indicates that the zon-
ally-oriented front north of the cyclone center is rather
shallow and inclined gradually poleward with height,

without showing any indication of merging of a cold front
aloft. The front accompanies a low-level easterly jet that
corresponds to a “cold conveyor belt” [34, 35, 36]. These
are the characteristics of a “bent-back warm front” in
Shapiro’s model (based on recent observations of intensi-
fied marine cyclones). 

In the lower troposphere, the cyclone center is located
within a region of relatively warm and humid air with
diameter of ~300 km, secluded almost completely from
the surrounding cooler air by the bent-back front (Figs. 2
and 4). To the west and south of the warm cyclone core,
the particular front is deeper than to the north of the core,
exhibiting stronger resemblance to a cold front. This deep

Fig. 3 Maps of anomalous meridional wind velocity (yellow: the southerlies stronger than 15 m s–1; blue: the
northerlies stronger than 15 m s–1) at the level of σ = 0.3 for the second (a), third (b), fourth (c) and fifth (d)
days (top to bottom) of a T1279 AFES integration (at 1200 UTC on the 8, 9, 10 and 11-th days of January,
respectively). The meridional wind anomalies that are defined locally as instantaneous local departures from
the time mean field over the first 10 days of the integration emphasize daily wind fluctuations associated with
migrating synoptic-scale disturbances. The corresponding instantaneous SLP fields (every 20 hPa) are super-
imposed with green contours. Red lines in the upper panel represent the 10-day mean westerly wind speed (25,
50 and 75 m s–1) at the σ = 0.3 level.
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frontal spiral is associated with high-PV filaments at the
tropopause level wrapping up cyclonically within the
deepened upper-level trough (Fig. 2d). Along this deep
frontal surface, extremely dry air appears to be intruding
downward from the stratosphere (Fig. 4), indicative of the
occurrence of tropopause folding [37]. Below one of the
high-PV filaments, a belt of particularly strong mid-tro-
pospheric subsidence of relatively warm but extremely
dry air extends almost zonally at ~42°N along the mid-
tropospheric westerlies formed to the immediate south of
the southward-tilting frontal surface (Fig. 4b). This is
indicative of dry-air intrusion (or a “dry slot” in satellite
imagery) associated with an upper-level jet streak, as typ-

ically observed right behind an intensified surface
cyclone [38, 35, 36]. Tropopause folding also occurs right
behind the main cold front as typically observed (Fig. 4a).
Though less pronounced, there seem to be a few other
indications of tropopause folding in the cross sections of
Fig. 4. At this stage we are not certain whether they really
indicate a local fold of the tropopause associated with
gravity waves. 

At the surface the main cold front extending meridion-
ally at 164°W is “fractured” at many locations (Fig. 2c).
With the most distinct “discontinuity” (i.e., weakening of
the thermal contrast) found at its northern end, the cold
front appears to be disconnected from the bent-back front,

Fig. 4 (a) Zonal section of potential temperature (every 2 K with white lines) and spe-
cific humidity (with coloring convention at the bottom: unit: 0.1 g kg–1) across
the surface cyclone center (45°N, 172.5°W) for 1200 UTC of the fourth day of
a T1279 AFES integration. Meridional winds (m s–1) are indicated with red
lines (every 10 from 20; negative for the northerlies). (b) As in (a), but for
meridional section across the cyclone center. Zonal winds (m s–1) are indicated
with red lines (every 10 from 20; negative for the easterlies).
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which corresponds to the “frontal fracture” in Shapiro’s
model. An intense southerly jet is formed in the lower
troposphere right ahead of the main cold front (Fig. 4a),
accompanying a pronounced mid-tropospheric ascent
(Fig. 2b). This ascending airstream that transports warm,
moist air poleward is regarded as the “warm conveyor
belt” [35, 36]. Along the cold front, the associated precip-
itation pattern also seems to be “fractured”, reminiscent
of mesoscale convective rainbands observed within the
warm conveyor belt [39]. The overall evolution of the
surface frontal structure and upper-tropospheric PV (Fig.
2) suggests that the particular cyclone simulated in the
model may be classified into the “Life Cycle 1 (LC1)”
case [40], a cyclone development in the westerlies with
only weak barotropic shear. 

In addition to the realistic mesoscale features as a part
of the frontal structure of the cyclone, AFES can also
simulate mesoscale precipitation systems within cold air
spreading behind the main cold front (Fig. 2a). Those pre-
cipitation systems that are considered stratocumulus type
tend to be lining up in parallel to the near-surface wester-
lies, and those with heavy precipitation accompany strong
localized ascent (Fig. 2b). One of those convective sys-
tems, located to the south of the main storm center, is
about to organize itself into a mesoscale disturbance with
a comma-shape precipitation pattern. 

The T319L24 integration can reproduce gross features
of the particular synoptic cyclone including the “frontal

T-bone” (Fig. 5). However, the cyclone is weaker (with
central pressure ~20 hPa higher) than its counterpart in
the T1279 integration. The thermal contrast across the
main cold front is somewhat reduced, and the wrap-up of
the bent-back front near the cyclone core is less apparent.
Furthermore, mesoscale precipitation is weaker and less
organized within cold air behind the main cold front. 

4.1.2. POLAR LOW AND TOPOGRAPHIC PRECIP-
ITATION

As our second example, we show the evolution of a
polar low simulated over the Far East in the T1279L96
AFES integration. In Fig. 6a for the fifth day of the model
integration (11 January), the low is recognized as a near-
surface cyclonic vortex with a spiral precipitation pattern
over the Sea of Japan, as sometimes observed [41, 42].
The low develops in association with the amplification of
the Siberian High and a subsequent large-scale cold-air
outbreak from the Asian continent. The cold air spreads
widely over the Northwestern Pacific, extending as far
south as the Philippines and Indochina Peninsula. After
being modified by heat supply from the warm ocean sur-
face, the near-surface northerlies from the continent are
converging near the Mindanao and Borneo Islands, where
particularly heavy convective precipitation is organized.
No organized pattern of precipitation was found over the
Sea of Japan 36 hours earlier (Fig. 6b), indicative of the
rapid development of the low. 

Fig. 5 As in Fig. 2a, but for the counterpart in the T319L48 AFES integration.
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The polar-low development followed synoptic-scale
cyclogenesis east of Japan, which occurred upstream of
the mature cyclone over the central North Pacific we dis-
cussed previously (as seen near the lower-right corner of
Fig. 6b). In contrast to the observed typical evolution of a
polar low [43, 44, 41], the “parent low” to the east does
not strongly amplify in this particular case. Rather, the
marked deepening of an upper-level trough over the Far
East (Fig. 6b) and the presence of the sharp thermal con-
trast underneath between the Asian continent and the Sea
of Japan (Fig. 7a) are considered crucial in the rapid
development of this particular low (c.f., [41]). The near-
surface baroclinicity is also strong locally in the southern

part of the Sea (Fig. 7a), where a zonally oriented precipi-
tation band is formed (Fig. 6b). At this stage (0300UTC,
January 10), the surface cold air is mostly confined with-
in the continent (Fig. 7a). The upper-level trough is deep-
ening just downstream of a strong ridge over Mongolia.
In between, the pronounced cyclonic shear along the
strong northerlies forms itself into a high-PV filament
wrapping up into the high-PV core within the trough. It is
suggested that the anomalously high PV within the trough
acts to induce anomalous warm advection across the sur-
face baroclinic zone over the Sea of Japan.

Within the next 18 hours, the polar low with the sur-
face central pressure of 998 hPa develops over the west-

Fig. 6 (a) Near-surface wind (arrows with scaling at the bottom: unit: m s–1) and anomalous tempera-
ture (red contours: +2 K; purple contours: –2 K) at the level of σ = 0.95 for 1500 UTC of the
fifth day of a T1279 AFES integration. The anomalies are defined locally as instantaneous
local departures from the time mean field over the first 10 days of the model integration.
Precipitation stronger than 0.3 (mm h–1) is superimposed with blue shade. (b) Horizontal
winds (arrows with scaling at the bottom; unit: m s–1) and Ertel potential vorticity (with color
convention indicated at the right; unit: PVU) defined at the level of σ = 0.5 for 0300 UTC of
the fourth day of a T1279 AFES integration. Precipitation with rate of 1 (mm h–1) is superim-
posed with white contours.
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ern part of the Sea of Japan (Fig. 8a). From the cyclone
center a well-defined precipitation band extends south-
eastward, to which warm, moist air is converging near the
surface (Fig. 8b). Along this convergence zone, part of
that warm air appears to be advected toward the cyclone
center, at which a tiny warm core is present with its zonal
extent less than 50 km (Fig. 7b). The thermal contrast is
not particularly strong across the convergence zone. The
contrast is more profound behind the surface low, where
a strong outbreak of cold continent air occurs over the
warm sea surface under the tight SLP gradient. Under this
condition, convective precipitation behind the low is
organized into several narrow bands lining up nearly in
parallel to the local surface wind. Precipitation is particu-
larly enhanced along another convergence zone that
forms downstream of the North Korean mountain range,
as observed [45]. The upper-level trough starts breaking
cyclonically (Fig. 9a), as observed in a pronounced cold-
air outbreak over the Far East [46], with the enhanced
wrap-up of the high-PV filament. The high-PV core is
still situated upstream of the surface low, contributing to
the baroclinic growth of the low.

The polar low attains its full intensity within the next 12
hours. The center has deepened as low as 986 hPa (Fig.

8b). Precipitation now spreads almost entirely over the
Sea of Japan (Fig. 8b), except within the warm cyclone
core and poleward of the zonally oriented convergence
zone to its south (Fig. 7c). The weak gradient of near-sur-
face equivalent potential temperature (θe) across the zone
exhibits a sharp contrast with tight θe gradient across a
synoptic cold front to the south of Japan. Rather, the con-
vergence zone coincides with local θe maxima, which
favors heavy convective precipitation. Between this zone
and the cold front to the south, precipitation bands are ori-
ented along the prevailing westerly or northwesterly
winds. Precipitation is also heavy along another conver-
gence zone that extends eastward to the north of the storm
over relatively warm, moist air at the surface. Another
band of heavy precipitation oriented meridionally behind
the low exhibits more front-like structure with enhanced
θe gradient. In the mid-troposphere (Fig. 9b), the trough
has undergone further deepening, while suffering from
strong deformation by the cyclonic shear associated with
the intensified subtropical jet. Thus breaking cyclonically,
the high-PV air within the trough is stretched eastward
and its tip is wrapping up into a mesoscale cyclonic vortex
right over the surface polar low. The mature low has now
become barotropic, and its baroclinic growth has ceased.

Fig. 7 Snapshots of near-surface wind (arrows with scaling at the bottom: unit: m s–1) and equivalent potential tem-
perature (with color bar at the bottom; unit: K) at the level of σ = 0.95 associated with a polar low over the
Sea of Japan in a T1279L96 AFES integration for (a) 0300 UTC of the fourth day (10 January), (b) 2100 UTC
of the fourth day, (c) 1500 UTC of the fifth day (10 January) and (d) 0300 UTC of the sixth day (12 January)
of the model integration.
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Within the next 12 hours (0300 UTC, January 12), the
polar low starts decaying while migrating southeastward
(Fig. 8c). Yet, precipitation is still heavy along the con-
vergence zone that originated off the North Korean coast
and that now extends southeastward. In the mid-tropo-
sphere (Fig. 9c), the high-PV air within the trough has
been further stretched eastward under the cyclonic shear
of the subtropical jet. To the immediate north of the high-
PV air, low-PV air is intruding westward under the
cyclonic breaking, resulting in the reversal of meridional
PV gradient. The surface polar low is now situated below
the breaking low-PV air. By 1800 UTC, January 12, the
polar low has completely diminished, leaving its remnant
as a cluster of precipitating clouds off the east coast of
Japan (Fig. 8d).

The rapid development of the particular polar low
seems attributable in part to the deepening of the upper-
level trough over the Far East and its interaction with the
sharp thermal contrast between the Asian continent and

the Sea of Japan. The deepening appears to be associated
with an incoming (baroclinic) wave packet across the
Eurasian continent with eastward group velocity of 35–40
m s–1 (Fig. 3). The amplification of the surface low is also
attributable to strong upward motion associated with
mesoscale convective precipitation in and around of its
warm core. Seemingly, the rapid decay of the low arises
from the termination of its baroclinic growth resulted
from the shear stretching and cyclonic breaking of the
upper-level trough. Neither a regional model alone nor a
lower resolution AGCM alone could resolve all of these
processes among others that characterize the time evolu-
tion of the particular polar low simulated in AFES.
Furthermore, any other AGCM currently available is
unlikely to simulate the organized mesoscale precipita-
tion systems associated with polar-low development and
cold-air outbreaks as realistically as T1279 AFES can.
Even its counterpart in the T319 AFES integration is
much weaker and the associated precipitation pattern

Fig. 8 Snapshots of sea-level pressure (white contours: every 10 mb) and precipitation rate (with color bar at
the lower right; unit: mm h–1) associated with a polar low over the Sea of Japan in a T1279L96 AFES
integration for (a) 2100 UTC of the fourth day (10 January), (b) 1500 UTC of the fifth day (10
January), (c) 0300 UTC of the sixth day (12 January) and (d) 1800 UTC of the sixth day of the model
integration.
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Fig. 9 As in Fig. 7, but for horizontal winds (arrows with scaling at the bottom; unit: m s–1) and Ertel potential vorticity (with
coloring convention indicated at the bottom right; unit: PVU) defined at the level of σ = 0.5. Precipitation with rate of
1 (mm h–1) is superimposed with white lines.

Fig. 10 As in Fig. 8b, but for the counterpart in the T319L48 AFES integration.
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Fig. 11 Schematic illustrations of the multi-scale structure of the Baiu Frontal Zone (from Ninomiya
and Akiyama 1992).

seems much less organized (Fig. 10).
In addition, the T1279 AFES integration can reproduce

topographic precipitation and associated “rain shadow” in
a fairly realistic manner. The low-level westerlies or
northwesterlies prevailing south of the polar low carry a
cold, dry continental airmass (Figs. 7a–c), to which abun-
dant supply of heat and moisture occurs from the warm
Tsushima Current and the Kuroshio. As observed typical-
ly in winter, the moistened low-level winds produce heavy
precipitation as they reach the windward slopes of moun-
tain ranges in Honshu Island of Japan (Figs. 8a–c). At
0300 UTC, January 12 (Fig. 8c), the topographic precipi-
tation is particularly enhanced locally in a windward
coastal region of Honshu, where the convergence zone
extending southeastward from the North Korean coast
reaches. Such landing of the convergence zone as simulat-
ed in Fig. 8c is known to yield extraordinarily heavy
snowfall in a particular region on the west coast of
Honshu in winter. In sharp contrast, simulated precipita-
tion is much less along the Pacific coast of Japan on the
lee of the mountains of Honshu, Kyushu and Shikoku
Islands (Fig. 8), which is also in good agreement with the
observation. Figs. 8b and c show that the Kanto Plain,
which includes the urban and suburban areas of Tokyo, is
under the complete “rain shadow” of the central mountain
range of Honshu, as often observed in winter. Under a
more typical monsoonal SLP pattern that emerges after
the polar low has moved across Japan (Fig. 8d), heavy
precipitation prevails almost entirely along the west coast

of Japan, which is in sharp contrast with mostly dry condi-
tion prevailing along its Pacific coast. In Fig. 8d, one can
recognize three bands of heavy precipitation that extend
over the Kuroshio from immediately off the coast. A close
inspection reveals that they are, from west to east, origi-
nated in the Bungo Straight (between Kyushu and
Shikoku), Kii Straight (between Shikoku and the Kii
Peninsula) and Ise Bay (east of the Kii Peninsula), respec-
tively, as often seen in satellite imagery. Blowing down
over one of these straits or the bay, the monsoonal north-
westerlies can blow across the landmass of Japan with the
shortest distance without being blocked by high moun-
tains. These localized precipitation bands over those water
paths are as narrow as 30–50 km in width and could not
be reproduced in any AGCM until the advent of AFES on
the ES. Even in the T319 integration, those bands are sim-
ulated in a more diffusive manner (Fig. 10). With less
smoothed topography imposed, the improved version of
AFES will be able to simulate even finer features of topo-
graphic precipitation in any region over the globe. 

4.2. Baiu (Meiyu) frontal zone
The Baiu (Meiyu) frontal zone (BFZ) is composed of

meteorological phenomena at a wide range of scales [47].
The BFZ, as a whole, is a part of the Asian summer mon-
soon system (Fig. 11a). Cyclonic disturbances with syn-
optic, sub-synoptic and meso-α-scales migrate along the
BFZ (Fig. 11b). Individual meso-α -scale cyclones
include meso-β-scale convective ensembles as internal
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Fig. 12 GMS infrared image at 0000 UTC on 22 June 2002 (a JMA image archived at Kochi University.)

structures that occasionally give rise to torrential rainfall
in confined regions (Fig. 11c). Those convective ensem-
bles consist of meso-γ-scale convective systems (Fig.
11d). As illustrated in Fig. 11b, meso-α cyclones are
often aligned along the stationary Baiu front behind a
foregoing synoptic cyclone. Such a cloud pattern as illus-
trated in Fig. 11 is often observed during the Baiu season
(from June to mid-July), as seen in the Geostationary
Meteorological Satellite (GMS) 5 IR image shown in Fig.
12. Several spots of highly reflective cloudiness over
southern China, the East China Sea and the western
Pacific south of Japan correspond to such meso-α sys-
tems as in Fig. 11b trailing a synoptic low located over
northern Japan. 

Among the aforementioned multi-scale phenomena of
the BFZ, global- and synoptic-scale phenomena have
been realistically simulated in some AGCMs (e.g., [48]).
However, realistic representation of meso-α -scale
cyclones in global models is still challenging today
because of insufficient spatial resolution. Simulating
meso-β systems is even more challenging in global mod-
els and so currently possible only in regional models,
some of which are nested on global models. Simulations
with regional models (e.g., [49, 50]) show that a horizon-
tal resolution of ~10 km is high enough to resolve many
meso-β-scale features. However, the hydrostatic assump-
tion and a particular cumulus convective parameterization

scheme used in AFES should more or less distort the evo-
lution and structure of meso-β systems. In the present
study, therefore, our primary focus is upon the simulation
of realistic meso-α cyclones migrating along the BFZ
embedded in the Asian monsoon system.

4.2.1. MONSOON- TO SYNOPTIC-SCALE FLOWS
Fig. 13 shows the 850-hPa horizontal wind and precipi-

tation in the Asian monsoon region simulated in AFES
with T1279L96 resolution at 1800 UTC on June 26 (Day
6 of the model integration). Though somewhat overesti-
mated, the Somali jet and monsoon westerlies down-
stream are well reproduced in the model. Part of that
airstream reaches the northernmost part of the Bay of
Bengal, after being blocked by mountains along the west
coast of the Indochina peninsula. The rest appears to pass
over the Indochina peninsula and then the South China
Sea, finally merging itself into an enhanced low-level jet
(LLJ) associated with the BFZ. The intensity of the LLJ
is about 10 m s–1, which is in the range of observed val-
ues. Between the BFZ and a convective region over the
Western Pacific warm pool, a subtropical anticyclone is
simulated in a realistic manner. The cyclonic vortex near
(55°N, 150°E) corresponds to the foregoing synoptic low
in the hierarchical structure of the BFZ (Figs. 11 and 12).

Overall, the precipitation pattern simulated in AFES
seems quite similar to what is typically observed. For
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example, in addition to the intense precipitation near the
synoptic low center, a zonally elongated band of enhanced
precipitation formed along the BFZ with particularly
heavy precipitation associated with meso-α-scale depres-
sions. Almost all the precipitation along the BFZ is found
to arise from grid condensation (not shown). However,
there are a few unrealistic features in the simulation,
including underestimated precipitation over the maritime
continent and the South China Sea. Furthermore, rainfall
appears to be overestimated over the Red and Arabian
Seas and along the west coast of India, presumably due to
enhanced evaporation from the sea surface and low-level
convergence associated with the overemphasized Somali
jet. These defects are considered as a model bias and they
appear in our model simulations regardless of the horizon-
tal resolution employed.

4.2.2. MESO-SCALE FEATURES
Fig. 14 depicts the eastward migration of a meso-α

cyclone off the southern coast of Japan in a 3-hourly
sequence of precipitation snapshots from 0900 to 1800
UTC on June 26 (Day 6). The phase speed of the cyclone
appears to be slightly faster than that commonly
observed. The phase speed estimated from a Hovmöller
diagram (not shown) is about 14 m s–1, which is compara-
ble to the westerly wind speed at the 700-hPa level.
Therefore the fast eastward phase migration may be

attributed to the enhanced LLJ (Fig. 13). As the meso-α
cyclone intensifies, a small spot (100–150 km in diame-
ter) of particularly heavy rainfall also moves eastward
together with the entire meso-α precipitation system. The
rainfall rate also increases in time as the cyclone intensi-
fies. Though somewhat weaker, precipitation also
increases within several smaller spots located along the
BFZ downstream of the meso-α system.

These features appear to indicate that an ensemble of
meso-β systems may be simulated in our T1279L96
model as an internal structure of the meso-α precipitation
complex along the BFZ, as in Fig. 11c. Unlike in cloud-
resolving models, however, our simulation with the
hydrostatic assumption lacks the realistic formation
mechanism of individual convective systems on meso-γ
or smaller scales and their ensembles. Such meso-β phe-
nomena as back-building type quasi-stationary cloud
bands are therefore unlikely to be resolved in our model,
and the meso-β systems in our simulations must therefore
be interpreted with caution.

Nevertheless, our model is capable of resolving fine
structures in PV and θe fields, which may lead to the
organization of meso-β-scale systems as seen in Fig. 13.
For example, our T319L24 simulation produces a sharp
θe contrast across the BFZ (Fig. 15a), and the contrast is
even sharper in the T1279L96 simulation (Fig. 15b).
Resolving such a “discontinuity” is impossible without a

Fig. 13 Distribution of 850-hPa winds (m s–1) and precipitation (mm h–1) over the Asian monsoon region at 1800
UTC 26 June (Day 6) in the T1279L96 simulation
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Fig. 15 Distribution of equivalent potential temperature gradient |∆θe| (K 100–1 km) in (a)T319L24 and
(b)T1279L96 simulations on the 850-hPa level at 1800 UTC on 26 June (day 6).

Fig. 14 Time evolution of precipitation (mm h–1) in the T1279L96 simulation at 0900, 1200, 1500 and 1800 UTC on
26 June (Day 6) near Japan.

very-high horizontal resolution [51]. The extremely tight
PV gradient across the BFZ in the T1279L96 simulation
(not shown) may act as a source of mesoscale distur-
bances that develop along the BFZ through the instabili-
ties of the LLJ. 

In addition, as we will demonstrate below, our model is
capable of reproducing convectively unstable regions

with spatial scales of 100 km or less that are formed
along the BFZ under the influence of the regional topog-
raphy. The resultant instability appears to be consumed
by grid condensation and, to a much lesser extent, by
parameterized convections along the BFZ. Thus the
detailed structure of meso-α-scale disturbances is consid-
ered to be represented in a consistent manner within the
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Fig. 16 Distributions of winds (m s–1) and equivalent potential temperature θe

(K) in the T1279L96 simulation on (a) 850-hPa (b) 950-hPa levels,
and (c) the θe difference (K) between the two levels (i.e., (b) – (a)) at
1800 UTC on 26 June (Day 6) around Japan. Hatched regions repre-
sent mountains at the respective levels.

dynamical framework used in the model, although the
simulated meso-β-scale features and their generation
mechanism may not totally be realistic.

Here, we examine the amplification of the meso-α
cyclone within an unstable region generated by the topo-
graphic effect shown in Fig. 16. From a macroscopic

view, θe gradient is tight along the BFZ (Figs. 16a and b),
in a manner consistent with the observed characteristics
[52]. A belt of the negative θe difference extends along the
BFZ reflects the sloping frontal surface (Fig. 16c). In
addition, there are filamentary θe structures along the BFZ
at the 950-hPa level (Fig. 16b) in the lee of mountains
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near the southern coast of Japan. As the front moves
southeastward, cool and dry air intrudes through between
the mountain ranges with ~1 km height, reaching the
southern coast along the BFZ. Meanwhile warm and moist
air is left behind on the lee side of the mountains. Thus,
the filament-like structure in the near-surface moisture
field is generated behind the meso-α cyclone system due
to the above orographic effect of the regional terrain with
horizontal scales of 50–200 km. At the 850-hPa level (Fig.
16a), in contrast, dry, cool air behind the cyclone spreads
much more uniformly in the poleward side of the BFZ,
blocked to a much lesser degree by those regional moun-
tain ranges. As observed by Ninomiya and Yamazaki [53],
the aforementioned vertical differential advection leads to
the formation of an unstable region simulated on the lee of
each of the regional terrains as shown in Fig. 16c. Among
them, the region that forms downstream of the mountain
range over central Japan is the largest in its extent and
most unstable. Interestingly, the rapid development of the
enhanced precipitation associated with the meso-α
cyclone from 1500 to 1800 UTC on 26 June (Figs. 13c
and d) occurs coincidentally with the formation of the
convectively unstable region around that cyclone (Fig.
16c). The distinct downward increase in θe is confined
below the 850-hPa level, indicating the confinement of
convective instability within the planetary boundary layer.
It is suggested that this shallow instability contributed to
the development of the shallow meso-α cyclone system.

4.3. Typhoon genesis
In the AFES simulations, several tropical cyclones were

formed, intensified and then moved onto the Asian conti-
nent or migrated to Japan to become extratropical
cyclones. Tropical cyclogenesis may be a result of an
autonomous process, which cannot be scrutinized com-
pletely in AFES because of its resolution and the dynami-
cal constraint under the hydrostatic approximation. Yet, as
observed at operational centers, there are particular large-
scale configurations of the background flow that favor the
formation of a tropical cyclone over a given region. AFES
simulations with T1279L96 resolution are particularly
suited for studying the relation of this type between the
cyclogenesis and ambient flow. AFES has limitations in
terms of the hydrostatic approximation and convective
parameterization adopted. Nevertheless, the global cover-
age of AFES and its ability to simulate both the large-
scale and mesoscale systems in a fairly realistic and mutu-
ally consistent manner are advantage not available to nest-
ed regional models (e.g., [54, 55]) or over global simula-
tions with coarser resolution (e.g., [5]; see also Nagata et
al. [56]). In the present report, we examine the structure
and behavior of a particular typhoon simulated in an

AFES T1279L96 simulation from its formation to decay
stages. As described below, we obtained promising results
that demonstrate the capability of AFES in simulating
typhoons in the western North Pacific in summer.

4.3.1. DESCRIPTIONS OF FOUR TYPHOONS SIM-
ULATED IN AFES

For a given instance during the model integration, the
center of a typhoon, including its tropical depression stage,
was detected at a particular gridpoint at which sea-level
pressure (SLP) was below 1004 hPa and lower than at any
of the 48 nearby gridpoints. In the T1279 model, for exam-
ple, those points are confined approximately in a 70 km ×
70 km horizontal domain. During the 16-day period for the
T1279L96 simulation, three tropical depressions were thus
identified over the northwestern Pacific (Equator–30°N,
110°E–180°) in the corresponding T319L24 integration,
and two of them became strong enough to be called
“typhoons”. In this study, only surface pressure gradient is
used for defining “typhoons”. With the cyclostrophic rela-
tion, 2 hPa difference in about 300 km is corresponding to
12–13 m s–1 wind speed that is expected with a typhoon in
the reality. In the T1279 integration, four “typhoons”
whose tracks are shown in Fig. 17a, were identified during
the same period. For our convenience, those four typhoons
in the T1279 run, as well as their counterparts in the lower
resolution run, will hereafter be referred to as T1, T2, T3
and T4 in the order of time of their first detection. In this
sub-section we mainly focus on the evolution and structure
of T3, the most intense typhoon found in our integration
period. Surprisingly, no corresponding storm was generat-
ed in the T319 integration.

Before discussing T3 in detail, it may be informative to
briefly describe the tracks of the three other typhoons in a
pair of the AFES integrations with different resolutions.
The typhoon T1 was already present in the initial condi-
tion. During the period of September 6–10, T1 in the
T1279 run intensifies near Okinawa Island and then
moves northward in the East China Sea before passing
through the Tsushima Straight. It finally makes landfall
on the Noto Peninsula at the Japan Sea side of Honshu
Island of Japan. The corresponding typhoon in the T319
integration develops in the East China Sea as it moves
northward before making landfall on the Korean
Peninsula. In each of the simulations T1 finally becomes
an extratropical cyclone. The typhoon T2 in the T1279
simulation appears on September 10 far south of Japan. It
moves westward into the South China Sea and then
decays upon reaching Hainan Island. In contrast, T2 in
the T319 integration gradually develops over the north-
western Pacific as it moves westward then turns toward
the north, before weakening into an extratropical cyclone
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Fig. 17 (a) Typhoon tracks detected in the T1279 AFES simulation during the integration period of 16 days. (b) Snapshot
distributions of precipitation intensity (PRCP) and SLP around the typhoon T3 center at the formation stage when the
center is at 16.82°N and 146.14°E with the minimum pressure of 996.4 hPa, (c) for the mature stage at 23.76°N and
138.75°E, 920.7 hPa, and (d) for the decay stage at 31.54°N and 129.82°E, 970.2 hPa. The contour interval for SLP
is 5 hPa except for near the center area in (d). The domain of each panel is 15 degrees in longitude and latitude.

over Kyushu Island of Japan. The typhoon T4 is simulat-
ed as a westward moving tropical depression over the last
two days of the T1279 integration.

Time change of the minimum surface pressure is
shown in Fig. 18 for each of the four typhoons mentioned
above. The intense typhoon T3 deepened at about the
same rate as T2 and Rapidly weakened after mature
stage. The plots in the figure reveal semidiurnal variation
in the surface pressure. Such an oscillation exists over the
ocean arean in AFES, with its amplitude decreasing from
a little more than 1hPa at 10°N to its half at 30°N. Hunt
and Manabe [57] made a detailed investigation on the
similar feature simulated in their model. Based on their
analysis, we assume that the semidiurnal pressure varia-
tion noted in AFES is real and is excited by absorption of
solar radiation by water vapor.

4.3.2. THREE STAGES OF TYPHOON T3
Here we look at the distributions of surface pressure

and precipitation intensity for the Typhoon T3 in the
T1279 run at three different stages of its life cycle. It

forms around September 13, a week after the initiation of
the integration. Snapshots at 8 days and 12 hours after the
start of the integration are chosen from the formation,
mature and decay stages, respectively. Distributions of
SLP and precipitation intensity (PRCP) in a domain span-
ning 15° both in longitude and latitude and based at the
storm center are shown in Figs. 17b, 17c and 17d for the
three respective stages. The minimum SLP values at the
storm center for the respective stages are 996.4, 920.7
(the lowest in the entire life cycle), and 970.2 hPa. 

As illustrated in Fig. 17a, T3 forms in the western
North Pacific to the east of T2. It is evident in Fig. 17b
that concentric isobars and spiral PRCP bands are already
present. During next three days T3 develops into a very
strong typhoon. Both SLP and PRCP clearly suggest the
formation of a “typhoon eye”, that is recognized as a
compact non-precipitating area at the storm center, sur-
rounded by a heavily precipitating “eyewall” (Fig. 17c).
Outside of this storm core region, PRCP is organized into
spiral bands with ~50 km in width, exhibiting marked
similarities with typhoon cloud bands typically observed
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in satellite images. Though it weakens gradually in mov-
ing northward, T3 makes landfall on the Kyushu Island of
Japan, as a powerful typhoon of 980 hPa. Fig. 17d pres-
ents a snapshot just before landfall. Within a day after
landfall, T3 becomes an extratropical cyclone moving
across the Honshu Island of Japan. By this transition
stage, its structure typical for a tropical storm in which an
axially symmetric SLP pattern has been distorted with the
disappearance of the typhoon eye and eyewall. Only a
remnant of the spiral PRCP bands is noticeable in Fig.
17d. Unlike at the formation and mature stages, no spots
of intense rainfall are evident in and around the PRCP
bands in the outer region of the storm. Rather, PRCP is
heavy along a band extending northeastward from the
western part of the storm core toward a persistent midlati-
tude surface front, which is associated with an upper-
level trough approaching from the west. 

4.3.3. TIME EVOLUTION OF VERTICAL STRUC-
TURE OF T3

The time evolution in the T3 structure is depicted in
Figs. 19, 20 and 21, which show vertical cross sections
over 15° longitudinal spans through the T3 center for the
three different stages corresponding to Figs. 17b, 17c and
17d, respectively. Panels in each of the figures are based
on snapshots of (a) θe, (b) specific humidity (contoured)

and temperature deviations at each σ level from their lon-
gitudinal means, (c) wind vector (arrows, consisting of ver-
tical and zonal velocities) and zonal wind (contoured), and
(d) temperature (contoured) and meridional (i.e., tangen-
tial) wind velocity. The sequence of the Panels (a), (b) and
contours in (d) in the three figures reveals the evolution of
the thermodynamic state of T3, whereas that of panels (c)
and (d) indicates the evolution of its dynamical condition.

The thermodynamic state at the formation stage is char-
acterized by the warm moist planetary boundary layer
(PBL) below the storm and also by numerous small-scale
weak warming and moistening areas scattered within a
fairly broad longitudinal span in the free troposphere
(Figs. 19a and 19b). The position of the deepest moisten-
ing coincides with heavy PRCP occurring at 148°E along
the innermost spiral rain band to the east of the storm cen-
ter. A shallower spot of relatively warm and moist air at
151°E corresponds to another spiral band farther away
from the center. A hint of an upper-tropospheric warm
core appears right above the storm center (Fig. 19b). The
wind field shows interesting features. The zonal wind dis-
tribution suggests that T3 develops in an area where the
PBL air converges because of particularly strong easterlies
to the east of the storm center. In the free atmosphere, the
convergence is associated with the westerlies in a region
west of the storm. At the tropopause level the flow is

Fig. 18 Time series of the sea level pressure at the center of typhoons, T1, T2, T3 and T4 during 16
days. Red solid line marked with plus is for T1’s, green long break line marked with cross is
for T2’s, blue short break line marked with double asterisk is for T3’s and pink dot line
marked with open square is for T4’s. All of typhoons central pressure data marked on the fig-
ure are sampled every three hours. “G”, “M” and “D” point T3’s major 3-stages, which mean
“generating”, “mature” and “decay” corresponding to fig.17 (b), (c) and (d), respectively.
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Fig. 19 Snapshot longitude-height sections across the storm center of T3 at the formation stage corresponding to Fig. 17b: (a)
Equivalent potential temperature (K); (b) Temperature deviation (K) from the sigma level average for the longitudinal extent
(shade), with specific humidity (g kg–1) distribution (contours); (c) vectors of the zonal and vertical wind components (unit:
m s–1 and Pa s–1, respectively, plotted at 4-grids intervals) superimposed on the distribution of zonal wind (m s–1; westerlies
positive); and (d) temperature (contours with 10 K contour interval) and the distribution of meridional wind (shade: souther-
lies positive).

diverging out above the weak warm core. The meridional
wind field indicates that the storm already takes a form of
well-defined cyclonic vortex, which is consistent with the
SLP pattern in Fig. 17b. The southerly wind component
exhibits a maximum just outside of the innermost spiral
rain band located ~300 km away from the center. There
the surface wind speed reaches up to 15 m s–1. 

By the mature stage, the thermodynamic state becomes
much more coherent. The distinct core exists in which θe

has undergone a marked increase throughout the tropo-
sphere (Fig. 20a). As apparent in Fig. 20b, the θe increase
is due to both warming and moistening. Signatures of
rainbands are detectable at this stage. Conditional insta-
bility almost disappears in the eyewall, which exhibits an
outward tilt with height (Figs. 20b and d). This implies
that the eyewall portion of the storm simply represents
mesoscale circulation. In the mid- and upper troposphere,
the typhoon eye is less humid and considerably warmer

than in the eyewall. In fact, sinking motion is hinted with-
in the eye (Fig. 20c). According to Kurihara and Bender
[58], the vertical motion in the eye has a large transient
component that tends to mask the mean sinking motion
obtainable through time averaging, say, over a 10-hour
period. At the lower levels in the eye, θe increases down-
ward, indicative of a conditionally unstable state.
Probably the moisture is supplied into the eye from the
PBL. Further study is needed to clarify the heat budget in
the typhoon core. Wind vectors shown in Fig. 20c indi-
cate a strong outflow from the warm core at the
tropopause level and an inflow in the thickened PBL.
They also indicate that the storm is still in the region of
the easterlies. The meridional wind distribution shows
that the storm core is compact with its axis standing
almost straight. The tangential wind speed right around
the eyewall reaches above 60 m s–1.

Dramatic changes in the T3 structure occur between
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the mature and decay stages. As evident in Fig. 21c, the
storm is now at the latitudes where the ambient flow is
generally westerly. One of the prominent changes is the
vertical tilting of the storm core (Fig. 21a). In the mid-
troposphere, the tilted core is still somewhat drier than its
immediate surroundings but not as warm as before (Fig.
21b). Instead, the warmest air is located to the east of the
tilted upper-level core right above the surface storm cen-
ter. Seemingly, the strong ascending motion in the mid-
and lower troposphere slightly to the west of the storm
core (Fig. 21c) is connected to a midlatitude stationary
front. As the vortex weakens, the storm becomes less
compact as suggested by the increasing radius of the
maximum tangential wind (Fig. 21d).

4.3.4. AXIAL ASYMMETRIES IN T3 STRUCTURE
Figs. 19, 20 and 21, particularly, their Panels (a) and

(b), show remarkable evolution of west-east asymmetries
across the storm axis. As depicted in Figs. 19a and 19b, it
is generally warmer and more humid to the east of the
storm center, implying relatively large potential for con-
vective activity there. This asymmetric feature becomes

clearer as T3 evolves into the mature stage and then into
the transition stage at midlatitude. The degree of the axial
asymmetries is quantified for each of the levels of σ = 0.2,
0.5 and 0.85 by comparing θe values at the western and
eastern edges of the domain plotted in Panel (a) in each of
the figures against θe at the longitude of the surface storm
center (Table 2). In the upper troposphere (σ = 0.2), the
axial asymmetries in θe are the greatest at the mature stage
as a distinct warm core develops right above the storm
center. The asymmetries are reduced by the decay stage,
as the upper-level warm core is weakened and displaced
slightly to the west of the surface storm center (Fig. 21b).
At the mid-tropospheric level (σ = 0.5), the axial asymme-
tries, especially the θe deviation at the western edge,
increase by the mature stage and remain strong until the
decay stage. Meanwhile, the axial asymmetries at the
lower levels (σ = 0.85) keep increasing throughout the life
cycle of T3 especially at its western edge. Apparently, T3
undergoes distinct structural changes, losing its axial sym-
metry as the primary characteristic of a tropical cyclone
until its transition into an extratropical system.

One of the important processes that contribute to the

Fig. 20 Same as in Fig. 19 but for the mature stage corresponding to Fig. 16c.
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development of the axial asymmetries of T3 is its
cyclonic wind acting on the zonally inhomogeneous θe

field related to the SST distribution, midlatitude baroclin-
icity and land-sea contrast, etc. We speculate that, when
T3 moves up near Kyushu, relatively cold (warm) and
dry (moist) air is transported to the west (east) of the
storm from the north (south). The cool and very dry air
(specific humidity less than 4 g kg–1) to the west of T3 as
seen in Fig. 21b, is probably related to the advection of a

continental air mass and also influenced perhaps by an
upper-level trough approaching from the west. The strong
thermal contrast across the storm center, among many
factors, can induce an overturning that contributes to the
tilting of the storm axis. 

We emphasize that our detailed description of the T3
structure, including the tilt of the storm core at the decay
stage, would be impossible without the use of numerical
products from a high-resolution model such as our AFES

Fig. 21 Same as in Fig. 19 but for the decay stage corresponding to Fig. 16d.

Table 2 Equivalent potential temperature (K) asymmetry. Values at the center and at the western and
eastern edges of the cross sections in Figs. 19a, 20a and 21a are listed for each of the levels
of σ = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.85. Numebers in parenthesis are the deviation from the center value.  
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with T1279 resolution. Presumably, the ability of AFES
to simulate such marked intensification as seen in the
powerful typhoon T3 lies in its capability to represent a
compact warm core in a typhoon “eye” and the intense
convective activity along the surrounding “eyewall” in a
realistic manner. Though fairly realistic in many respects,
typhoons simulated in the T319 integration tend to be
weaker than their counterparts in the T1279 integration,
with their “eyes” being more diffuse. Of course, nested
mesh models have been developed for resolving fine
structures around a tropical cyclone core with a resolution
as high as the T1279-version of AFES (e.g., [54]). Even
those regional models, however, sometimes fail to repro-
duce rapid intensification of a typhoon [56]. Furthermore,
their application capability is rather limited as compared
to AFES. For example, a multi-storm situation cannot be
easily handled in a nested model.

5. Concluding Remarks 
In this article an overview is presented for a set of

global simulations with AFES conducted on the ES with
ultra-high resolution of T1279L96 (equivalently, 10 km
horizontally and 500 m vertically in the free atmosphere
with much finer resolution near the surface). To our best
knowledge, it is one of the first attempts for such an ultra-
high-resolution global AGCM experiment 1), which is
possible at this moment only with AFES whose code has
been tuned for the extreme integration efficiently on the
ES [8]. One of the greatest advantages of an ultra-high
resolution global integration with AFES is its ability to
simulate the interaction among planetary, synoptic and
meso-scale phenomena. We have presented evidence in
this article that such interaction is indeed simulated in a
fairly realistic manner, as in our examples of wintertime
extratropical cyclogenesis in the North Pacific, a polar
low over the Far East, and the Baiu (Meiu) front system
and typhoon genesis over the western North Pacific. Of
course, our analysis is rather preliminary and a more
careful evaluation of the simulations against the observa-
tions is necessary. Yet, our analysis indicates that high-
resolution AFES simulations are useful in investigating
self-organization of mesoscale systems under the influ-
ence of large-scale circulations and the feedbacks from
the former to the latter. 

Our T1279 AFES simulations were limited to only
10–16-day long, mainly because of the overwhelming
data volume of the output. Although the computational

efficiency of AFES allows a seasonal integration with the
T1279L96 resolution to be completed within a few weeks
or so of real time, the output of such a simulation would
currently be too large to handle. In fact, an instantaneous
three-dimensional field of a given variable in the output
of a T1279L96 simulation is as large as 2.6 GB, even if
stored in single precision. If one stores ten of those vari-
ables as a 6-hourly output, a 100-day simulation would
yield about 10 TB of data.

Thus far, AFES may be regarded merely as a higher-
resolution version of a conventional AGCM. We have
plans to “modernize” AFES2). For example, we are plan-
ning to adopt physical parameterizations used in regional
mesoscale models. Also, we are now implementing a
conservative semi-Lagrangian (CSL) scheme developed
by Xiao et al. [59]. Preliminary results indicate that an
introduction of the CSL scheme to the water vapor trans-
port has yielded some significant improvement in the
vapor distribution and rainfall pattern, especially over
arid and mountain areas. Furthermore, we are planning to
implement the CSL scheme into the entire dynamical
core, which will enable increasing the time step for
numerical integration. If our data storage allows, we may
be able to use the ultra-high resolution AFES in future in
the study of decadal or centennial-scale changes in their
ensemble activity of mesoscale phenomena. For example,
we may be able to see what changes would occur under
the warmed climate in the intensity, frequency and tracks
of tropical cyclones in more detail than in any other
model simulations currently available. We may also be
able to see the corresponding changes in regional heavy
precipitation associated with the Asian Monsoon, Baiu-
front or other tropical or midlatitide convective activity
and also in the behavior of polar lows under the warmed
climate. AFES will allow us to further investigate the
dynamical and thermodynamical mechanisms of interac-
tion between those modified mesoscale phenomena under
the regional topographic effects and larger-scale circula-
tion changes.
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